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The First-ever Online Virtual B2B Networking & Sourcing Platform
For the Global Textile & Apparel Sourcing Sector

Exclusively for Yarn, Fabric, Apparel, Home Textile, Trims, Accessories and Dyestuff & Chemicals

contact@gosourcing365.comwww.gosourcing365.com

For Buyers, it's FREE. Join now!
Join for free to connect with Worldwide manufacturers & suppliers.  

A perfect platform for you to see, compare and virtually connect 
with suppliers to decide from whom you source next

For Sellers, Join & list your company
& start connecting with Global buyers now!

Join to connect with buyers all over the world. 
Choose from Bronze, Silver and Gold levels

SOURCINGSOURCING

GOES VIRTUAL

Buyers can communicate using
Live Chat, Call or Video Call

with Manufacturers & Suppliers if they are Online,
FOR 24 HOURS A DAY, 365 DAYS A YEAR!

Simply put, because the world is moving more and more into the digital realm every day.  According 
to marketing research firm Coleman Parkes, 21-40% of a business’s contributions are a direct result 
of B2B E-Commerce and that number is expected to grow rapidly over the coming years. With the 
growing impact of the digital community affecting the way business is done in today’s world, now 
is the time to start thinking about a B2B E-Commerce solution.

Buyers around the world now want to search & find products and network with suppliers fast. With 
a B2B Virtual E-Commerce solution like GoSourcing365 focused exclusively to the Textile &                  
Apparel Sourcing sector only, buyers are able to see accurate information on products, Virtually 
connect with manufacturers and suppliers, compare, interact and finalize from whom they will 
source next. On GoSourcing365, buyers are also able to schedule Online meetings, Live Chat, Call 
or Video Conference with Manufacturers.

Instant access to information online also makes it easier for doing business. Today more than half 
of Global buyers conduct their research on their computers or smartphones looking for suppliers, 
reading about products, comparing features and interacting with the suppliers online for                      
competitive deals. Our busy lifestyles mean that many of these activities take place on the go, 
between jobs or in meetings. An advanced B2B Sourcing Platform like GoSourcing365 is optimized 
for a high-quality experience to make Networking easy between Suppliers & Buyers and fast no 
matter where you are!

Also, listing your company on a dedicated B2B E-Commerce Virtual Sourcing platform like                                          
GoSourcing365 means attracting more new buyers which can also help boost your sales and                
revenues. Not only will you reach new customers, but your physical sales team too will be                  
benefited from the launch of a comprehensive B2B E-Commerce promotional effort using                      
GoSourcing365. It will also improve your sales teams’ visibility into new customers and their                  
interests in your products, pricing and requirements while on the road or working remotely.

The internet never sleeps. Being able to research and purchase online whenever and wherever the 
customer wants has fueled a steep increase in B2B E-Commerce usage.

Today is the world of B2B E-Commerce. Change comes quickly in the online world and  companies 
that move quickly to assess and adapt the changes underway and adjust their business models to 
meet shifting market dynamics and customer demands can establish significant business leads 
using GoSourcing365.

Hence no Manufacturer or Supplier can afford to ignore the opportunity facing the success of their 
company. If you do not incorporate B2B E-Commerce promotion into your business plan today, you 
will probably be missing out on sales and long-term deals that will determine the future of your 
company. B2B E-Commerce engages worldwide customers and promotes further interaction. 
That’s where a Virtual B2B Sourcing platform like GoSourcing365 steps in for you as a dedicated 
Global Sourcing platform for Apparel, Yarn, Fabric, Trims, Accessories and Dyestuff & Chemicals.



Buyers around the world now want to search & find products and network with manufacturers & suppliers fast. Today 
more than half of the global buyers conduct their research on their computers or smartphones looking for suppliers, 
researching new products and interacting with the suppliers online before they decide from whom they source next. This 
is the right opportunity for you company to adapt to the future of International business, boost Global presence and 
enhance your Export marketing. Your company can reach and expand the export basket to potential International 
markets & buyers thus increasing Textile & Apparel exports.

GoSourcing365 and its affiliated websites are owned and operated by 
GoSourcing LLC based in New York, a leader in Networking, Information, 
Buyer-Seller Platforms and operating across 4 continents of the world. 
GoSourcing365 is a Global B2B Networking & Sourcing platform for                         
connecting with Worldwide Manufacturers & Suppliers of Yarn, Fabric, 
Apparel, Home Textile, Trims, Accessories and Dyestuff & Chemicals. 
With GoSourcing365 now going `Virtual’, it makes GoSourcing365 the 
first-ever and only B2B Networking & Sourcing Platform in the world to 
offer such direct Virtual communication services to its users (Live Chat, 
Call, Video Conferencing), focused on the Global Textile & Apparel         
Sourcing sector. 
With this great new feature available to all Manufacturers who are on 
GoSourcing365, Buyers will be able to directly connect with the                       
Manufacturers & Suppliers directly from their Dashboard through Live 
Chat, Call, or Video Conference, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
Meetings can also be scheduled beforehand to make it convenient for 
both Suppliers and Buyers. 
Unlike other Online B2B Sourcing platforms which cater to an unfocused 
audience in multiple sectors under a single website, GoSourcing365 is 
exclusively focused on the Textile & Apparel Sourcing sector only. 
The Online marketplace is now playing a dominant role in International 
Fabric and Apparel sourcing with manufacturers taking to B2B Sourcing 
Platforms to showcase their products & services and buyers too aiming 
at such platforms to save time & explore competent Apparel                            
manufacturers worldwide, better quality and competitive deals.
GoSourcing365, now with it’s Virtual features provides an extensive 
Global B2B Sourcing Platform for the entire Textile & Apparel sourcing 
sector where Apparel buyers can see, compare, connect through Live 
Chat, Call or Video Conference with manufacturers for their Sourcing 
needs; Apparel factories can use this platform for their Fabric Sourcing 
and reaching out to Trims & Accessory suppliers; and it also assists 
Textile factories for Yarn & Fabric Sourcing and Dyestuff & Chemicals 
for their needs.
GoSourcing365 reaches out to worldwide buyers with its unique 
platform for the entire Textile & Apparel sector, with its extensive                        
promotion program focused to highly potential markets in North & East 
Asia, Austral-Asia, Africa, Europe, North America, and South America.
Presenting GoSourcing365 - an Online Virtual B2B  Networking & Sourcing 
platform,  24x7, 365 days a year, reaching out to buyers worldwide.

GOSOURCING 

GOSOURCING

?WHAT IS

NEED FOR

IT's   FREE
for    BUYERS

JOIN    NOW

Presenting GoSourcing365, a                    
Worldwide Online B2B Networking 
& Sourcing platform for the 
Global Textile & Apparel Sourcing 
sector

With GoSourcing365 now going 
Virtual, buyers can virtually 
connect   & schedule meetings 
with Manufacturers or even 
initiate a Live Chat, Call, Video 
Conference (Gold Members only)

Join now to adapt to the future of 
International business, boost 
Global presence and enhance 
your Export marketing

You can Upload your Company 
information with Catalogues, 
Product Pictures, Videos,        
Presentations so that buyers 
know your company and                       
understand your strengths

Generate significant sales leads

Your company will have a great 
opportunity to increase your 
presence in the International 
market by extending your reach 
for 24x7, 365 days a year; beyond 
a Trade Show which is limited to 
3-4 days only



WHAT ARE THE BUSINESS BENEFITS
OF JOINING GoSourcing 365

Feature to Live Chat, Call or Video 
Conferencing with Buyers (Gold 
Members)
I Extend the Brand Reach of your Company
I Opportunity to reach wider Global buyer 
audiences
I Offer information to those who would be 
unable to attend an in-person in a trade show 
due to time or budget constraints.

Lead Generation Tool
I Get comprehensive contact 
information of the buyer who 
visits your Online Company 
information & downloads your 
brochures, pictures, videos, 
etc. (Gold Members)

World’s 1st Ever Virtual Online Sourcing Platform
I With GoSourcing365 now going Virtual, buyers can virtually 
connect & schedule meetings with Manufacturers or even 
initiate a Live Chat, Call, Video Conference (Gold Members only)
I Establish Significant business leads through GoSourcing365
I Increase your Online presence Globally for 365 days a year, 
beyond a Trade Show which is limited to 3-4 days only
I Your company can reach and expand the export basket to 
potential International markets & buyers thus increasing 
Textile & Apparel exports
I If your company does not incorporate B2B E-Commerce 
promotion like GoSourcing365.com into your business plan 
today, you will probably be missing out on sales and long-term 
deals that will determine the future of your company.

?

For Sellers, List Your Company Today & Start Networking with Worldwide Buyers

GOLD TIERSILVER TIERBRONZE TIER

$ 399
 for  a 365  Day listing

Special  Offer
$ 599

 for  a 365  Day listing

MOST   POPULAR
$ 1,199

 for  a 365  Day listing

GREAT   VALUE

Company Contact
Details

Company
Description 

Virtual Connect (Live
Chat, Call, Video
Conferencing)

Product Details

Maximum
10 Keywords

Add 5 Image Files

Add 1 PDF File

Add 1 Video File

Receive Monthly
Buyer Inquiry List

Social Media
Campaign

Promotional
Newsletter Campaign
to Member Buyers

Add Power Point
Presentation

Company Contact
Details

Company
Description 

Virtual Connect (Live
Chat, Call, Video
Conferencing)

Product Details

Maximum
10 Keywords

Add 10 Image Files

Add 2 PDF Files

Add 1 Video File

Receive Monthly
Buyer Inquiry List

Social Media
Campaign

Promotional
Newsletter Campaign
to Member Buyers

Add Power Point
Presentation

Company Contact
Details

Company
Description 

Virtual Connect (Live
Chat, Call, Video
Conferencing)

Product Details

Maximum
20 Keywords

Add 20 Image Files

Add 10 PDF Files

Add 5 Video Files

Receive Monthly
Buyer Inquiry List

Social Media
Campaign

Promotional
Newsletter Campaign
to Member Buyers

Add Power Point
Presentation



Simply put, because the world is moving more and more into the digital realm every day.  According 
to marketing research firm Coleman Parkes, 21-40% of a business’s contributions are a direct result 
of B2B E-Commerce and that number is expected to grow rapidly over the coming years. With the 
growing impact of the digital community affecting the way business is done in today’s world, now 
is the time to start thinking about a B2B E-Commerce solution.

Buyers around the world now want to search & find products and network with suppliers fast. With 
a B2B Virtual E-Commerce solution like GoSourcing365 focused exclusively to the Textile &                  
Apparel Sourcing sector only, buyers are able to see accurate information on products, Virtually 
connect with manufacturers and suppliers, compare, interact and finalize from whom they will 
source next. On GoSourcing365, buyers are also able to schedule Online meetings, Live Chat, Call 
or Video Conference with Manufacturers.

Instant access to information online also makes it easier for doing business. Today more than half 
of Global buyers conduct their research on their computers or smartphones looking for suppliers, 
reading about products, comparing features and interacting with the suppliers online for                      
competitive deals. Our busy lifestyles mean that many of these activities take place on the go, 
between jobs or in meetings. An advanced B2B Sourcing Platform like GoSourcing365 is optimized 
for a high-quality experience to make Networking easy between Suppliers & Buyers and fast no 
matter where you are!

Also, listing your company on a dedicated B2B E-Commerce Virtual Sourcing platform like                                          
GoSourcing365 means attracting more new buyers which can also help boost your sales and                
revenues. Not only will you reach new customers, but your physical sales team too will be                  
benefited from the launch of a comprehensive B2B E-Commerce promotional effort using                      
GoSourcing365. It will also improve your sales teams’ visibility into new customers and their                  
interests in your products, pricing and requirements while on the road or working remotely.

The internet never sleeps. Being able to research and purchase online whenever and wherever the 
customer wants has fueled a steep increase in B2B E-Commerce usage.

Today is the world of B2B E-Commerce. Change comes quickly in the online world and  companies 
that move quickly to assess and adapt the changes underway and adjust their business models to 
meet shifting market dynamics and customer demands can establish significant business leads 
using GoSourcing365.

Hence no Manufacturer or Supplier can afford to ignore the opportunity facing the success of their 
company. If you do not incorporate B2B E-Commerce promotion into your business plan today, you 
will probably be missing out on sales and long-term deals that will determine the future of your 
company. B2B E-Commerce engages worldwide customers and promotes further interaction. 
That’s where a Virtual B2B Sourcing platform like GoSourcing365 steps in for you as a dedicated 
Global Sourcing platform for Apparel, Yarn, Fabric, Trims, Accessories and Dyestuff & Chemicals.

B2B E-COMMERCE IS SUCH AN
IMPORTANT PART OF TODAY’S WORLDWHY


